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Wheatland Vegetable Farm
For these farm workers, the pay may be good,
but espirit de corps is what matters most.
BY M A RY W I N S TO N N I C K L I N

O

an eager crowd of farmers
and foodies gathered outside Chip and Susan Planck’s
farmhouse at Wheatland Vegetable Farm near
Purcellville. Pick-up trucks followed the dirt road, past fields of
Swiss chard and heirloom tomatoes heavy on the vine, and parked
on the grass, a row of color against the green. The normally quiet
farm was abuzz with a crowd who had flocked for the sold-out event
sponsored by the Loudoun County Department of Economic
Development. The Forum for Rural
Innovation Twilight Tour would focus
on innovative approaches to farm labor.
Full-time vegetable farmers since
1973, the Plancks are legendary in these
parts for having cultivated a successful
business operation with sustainable
growing practices. Indeed, the Plancks
even launched many of the
Washington, D.C. area’s producers-only
farmers markets over the last few
decades. A peripheral movement of
“locavores” seeking out locally-produced food—what Chip Planck calls
the “taste-led revolution”—has now
become mainstream as Americans
embrace the benefits of eating local:
N A WARM AUTUMN EVENING,

sumers to infinite new varieties of vegetables, like Middle Eastern
squash and Asian cucumbers. “It’s so much fun to convert customers
to what tastes good.” Susan says. Nodding to her audience of farmers, she adds, “Customer demand is huge for organic produce! They
need even more producers at the Arlington Market.”
The Plancks know their produce, but they also know business.
The key to good farm management is farm labor, as most farmers
agree it can be a real challenge to find and retain quality workers.
What the Plancks do is target like-minded students at liberal arts
colleges across the country, passionate about organic farming and
interested in developing a community together, in sharing an
“esprit de corps.”
And the summer pay is an enticement. Because the Plancks offer
tenant housing and meals, and pay the utilities, farmhands can
pocket their earnings while shelling out virtually nothing for
Chip Planck talks to an
attentive audience about
innovative approaches to
farm labor. The visitors
then enjoy a buffet of
locally produced treats.

food is fresher, tastier, packed with nutrients, and the greenhouse
gas emissions from transport are significantly reduced. The Plancks
were at the forefront of this food revolution in the D.C. area.
Although they’ve scaled back their farm operation (now leasing
parcels of their land to young farmers who can “practice before buying their own farms”), the Plancks can still be found at the Arlington
Farmers Market on weekends, enthusiastically introducing con58 THE PIEDMONT VIRGINIAN ■ WINTER 2009

expenses. Pay starts at $6.25 per hour for first-time workers, while
the second year promises higher wages as the Plancks value commitment above all else. Typically, workers might take home $4,125
at the end of the summer. If they work from April to the end of
October, this could translate into over $10,000. Added perks: long
lunches and accrued vacation days.
“A better worker is not paid more,” explains Susan.
“Commitment is what matters. Basically everyone does the same
work, and people improve as they learn the skills over time.”
Chip and Susan chuckle over the fact that the job description
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What the Plancks do is target likeminded students at liberal arts colleges
across the country, passionate about
organic farming and interested in
developing a community together.
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Forum for Rural Innovation
The Wheatland Twilight Tour was
created as a follow-up to the wellreceived presentation Chip Planck gave
at the Spring Forum for Rural Innovation.
The forum is the brainchild of Gary
Hornbaker of the Loudoun County
Department of Economic Development.
“Marketing and rural development don’t
stop at county lines,” Gary explains. “Our
neighboring counties all have farmers
markets, farm tours, and rural programs,
so why not cooperate with Loudoun,
Fauquier, Clarke, Frederick counties (in
Virginia), and Jefferson and Berkeley
counties (in West Virginia) to share
budgets and generate ideas together?”
A cooperative educational effort by the
offices of Cooperative Extension and
Agricultural Economic Development in
the respective counties, the Forum for
Rural Innovation is now in its fifth year.
Scheduled for March 13, 2009, at the
Lee-Jackson Best Western Motor Inn
and Conference Center in Winchester,
the one-day forum will bring together
various rural sectors to discuss new
ideas for farm profitability and
conservation of land and natural
resources. The Forum will feature
presentations from successful,
pioneering operations in the region, that
happen to be some of the most
recognized farms and researchers in the
United States. The registration fee is $35
and includes continental breakfast and
buffet lunch featuring local products.

has gotten longer and longer over the years,
expanding from a simple paragraph to a
few pages of detailed information, when
they send out their flyers to colleges. “The
more people understand the job they are
applying for, the fewer misunderstandings
and the more committed the individuals.
They must understand that the entertainment is just hanging out, maybe playing the
guitar. There are no exterior diversions.”
But for many, 35-acre Wheatland is a kind
of utopia.
Consider the veggies: Lettuce starts as
seeds in the greenhouse, powered by
biodiesel fuel made by the neighboring

{ our popular focaccia, topped with fresh organic rosemary }

“One of my favorite discoveries is Brian Noyes, the owner of the Red Truck
Bakery in Orlean, Va., who has a deft hand with pastries and an unerring
sense of flavor balance.” —M A R I A N B U R R O S , The New York Times

One baker, one oven,
one batch at a time,
fresh from the Piedmont’s R e d T r u c k B a k e r y .
Our breads and pastries, available in Fauquier
and Rappahannock counties (and now online),
are made with honest, seasonal, locally grown
ingredients whenever possible. You’ll enjoy our
own line of natural, fair-trade coffee and our local
honey and preserves made from nearby harvests.
Discover why The New York Times finds us so tasty.
Buy fresh and local. See us Saturday
mornings at the Village Green,
6902 Leeds Manor Road, in
Orlean. Visit our website for
other retail locations near you.

Get to know us at

RedTruckBakery.com

or call us at 540-364-1883

RED TRUC K

®

RU R A L B A K ERY
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
~ Farm-fresh from ORLEAN, VIRGINIA ~
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Hurry up! Spring is coming! Sign up with a CSA today!
"The essence of the relationship is mutual commitment: the farm feeds the people,
the people support the farm and share the inherent risks and potential bounty."
—Elizabeth Henderson, Sharing the Harvest

You get
the picture.
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R E S TA U R A N T | W I N E S H O P
2 9 M A I N S T R E E T, W A R R E N T O N , V A 2 0 1 8 6
540 349 9339 | IronBridgeWines.com
OPEN FOR LUNCH, BRUNCH, AND DINNER
7 D AY S A W E E K
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Become a member of a Community-Supported Agriculture Program (CSA) and
receive weekly shares of fresh produce from a local farm. Not only will you be
supporting our region’s farmers, but you’ll also be treated to a bountiful bag of
organic fruits and vegetables every week during the growing season. As
documented in The Washington Post’s “CSA Chronicles,” members have fun
learning recipes for all the heirloom vegetables that come their way, fresh from the
field to the table.
On most farms throughout the Piedmont, one “share” satisfies the dietary needs
of two veggie-loving adults every week, or provides for a few weekly meals for a
large family. Slots fill up fast, so it’s best to contact a CSA as early as possible to
ensure membership for the season. “I usually end up turning away folks that I would
like to include,” explains John Wright of Graceland Farm, whose CSA members love
the farm’s heirloom tomatoes, unusual varieties of European market vegetables, and
Asian vegetable varieties. It’s like Christmas every week! Farms like Gainesville’s
Stoney Lonesome also include a newsletter, “The Weekly Share,” with recipes and
news for CSA members. Since most produce travels over 2,000 miles from grower to
consumer, local CSA programs are one of the best ways to go green. For more
information, log on to www.localharvest.org

farm. (Note: The farmhouse is heated with
geothermal energy.) The Plancks transplant
by hand to the field, planting on plastic
sheets. This means no weeding, and moisture is retained in the soil. They mulch with
round bales, which prevent soil-born disease
from attacking the plants. The irrigation
system pumps water from the pond.
But what about the deer? A pesky problem for the region’s farmers is solved with
simple, versatile deer fencing, crafted from 4
x 4’s wrapped with net. The fence can quickly come down and be reassembled around
prone crops (like chard).
Over the years, the Plancks have perfected their planting and crop choice. “We plant
crops based on what we can make the most
money on. What is the most lucrative,”
Susan explains. “We’ve tried everything!
Fennel, leeks, and cilantro require more
labor, and though we were good at it, we
decided to drop these crops. With sweet
corn, we couldn’t irrigate it. Now we are
lazy!” Susan laughs. “Tomatoes are easy.”
The key to abundant tomatoes? Staking
prompts an incredible production increase
as stringing prevents mildew and rot.

The farm tour’s finale was a feast prepared by local producers. Elaine Boland,
owner of Fields of Athenry, served up the
main course of “Lasagna with Nana’s Sauce”
with a side of homemade meatballs and lamb
sausage. The “Loudoun Lettuce Blend”
salad was provided by Mary Ellen Taylor,
managing partner of Endless Summer
Harvest, and topped by a rainbow of sliced
tomatoes from Wheatland. Attendees also
enjoyed ciabatta bread from South Street
Under in Leesburg, and a Virginia Gala
apple cobbler from Vintage 50.
The discussion grew more and more animated as twilight gave way to darkness; a
convivial hum spread out over the farm. The
Plancks are now engaged in a new project
on their farm: creating a hamlet of seven
houses centered around a large open space
under conservation easement. Nestled in
eight acres, these houses are being designed
by an architect who shares the Plancks’
vision for a sustainable future.
■
An international travel writer, Mary Winston
Nicklin grew up in the Piedmont and is a
regular contributor to the magazine.

